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PROMOTIONAL FEATURE

Is your Under Vehicle
Scanner colorblind?
If your answer to this
question is yes, you
might have a serious
lack of security
As under vehicle scanning at gates of
security-relevant areas is seen as standard
for almost any person in charge for
security, this technology today is deployed
commonly when new-planning or reﬁtting entrance situations. The systems are
oen combined with overview cameras
and license plate recognition systems and
therefore act as defense line which helps
security personnel to protect sites
eﬀectively and in a sustainable way.
As most eﬀective in this area act
systems which generate color images, as all
hidden objects on the undercarriage of
vehicles are displayed clearly. Innovation
leader in this ﬁeld is the German
advanced-technology company SecuScan®.
"If you use a system based on red-light or
infrared LED technology, hidden objects in
speciﬁc colors might not be visible. This
creates a serious lack of security, which can
be solved easily by using our state-of-theart full color solution", SecuScan® CEO
Thomas Gindl explains.

“If you use a system based
on red-light or infrared
LED technology, hidden
objects in specific colors
might not be visible”
One major problem of monochrome
(b/w) Under Vehicle Scanning is that
diﬀerent colors may have the same grey
scale value. Therefore dangerous objects
like e.g. bombs or weapons might become
invisible on parts of the undercarriage
with the same grayscale value (as you
clearly can see on the images above).
Monochrome (b/w) scanning in
combination with red light or infrared
illumination have deﬁnitely its legitimating
for industrial quality control or also for
other security products. Using this
combination for Under Vehicle Scanning
is deﬁnitely a big lack of security.

In a test row a red object has been attached to a silver colored part of the
undercarriage of a vehicle. The object can be seen clearly on the colored image:

SecuScan®
Color Under
Vehicle
Scanning
In contrast to that clear image, the red object might be overseen in under
vehicle surveillance systems, which use red light illumination or infrared LED,
as those system create black and white images only.

Monochrome
(b/w) Under
Vehicle
Scanning
System with
Red LED
Illumination
By using red illumination red and orange objects will be displayed almost white.
Blue and green objects appear very dark. The red object is almost invisible for
the security operator.

Monochrome
(b/w) Under
Vehicle
Scanning
System with
Infrared LED
Illumination
By using infrared illumination red and orange objects will be displayed almost
white. Also blue and some other colors will be displayed almost white. Also
with this combination the red object is almost invisible for the security operator.
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